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With the smell of burning wood and bricks lingering in the cool morning breeze, Johnnie Wise left

New Orleans while her home was still smoldering. She had just been acquitted of murdering Sharon

Trudeau, one of her former stocker brokers who had stolen a substantial amount of her nest egg.

Broke with nothing but the clothes on her back and the shoes on her feet, Johnnie heads to East St.

Louis to live with her father. But as fate would have it, car trouble along the way, forces her to stop

in Jackson, Mississippi, where she meets handsome Paul Masterson, a roughneck evangelistic

preacher who falls for her. Johnnie doesn't know that Earl Shamus is having her followed. Private

Detective Tony Hatcher is watching her every move and reporting it all back to Earl, who dreams of

being a big part of her life again. Will Johnnie give into the trappings of being a kept woman who

wants for nothing? Or, will she reject his offer and try to rebuild her fortune the old-fashioned way?
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I have thoroughly enjoyed the Little Black Girl Lost series, up until now. This book was downright

boring. It wasn't until the last 3 or 4 chapters that the book got interesting. During the 1st chapter

when Johnnie visited her families gravesite, I thought the book was going to be very interesting, in

hopes that she would do more research about her family. But after she left the cemetary, that was it.

Very little was mentioned about her grandmother or her other ancestors. Not to mention the woman

and little boy that she met while she was there.I am tempted to read the next book, so see if some

of my questions are answered. But I hate to waste my money on another uninteresting book.Keith

could have done much better.



I love the LGL series. I've read every book in it to date. Johnnie is back and in this book, we get to

see what a happened when she drove away from Ashland Estates as it burned down. Johnnie's in

need of gas which had her stopping in Mississippi where she soon discovered that she not only

needed gas, but tires and a lot of other things to make her journey to her father's.Johnnie meet Paul

Masterson, a traveling pastor who saves her life when a motorcycle gang threatens to rape her after

entering the Flamingo, a white only restaurant at his demanding request. Masterson also helps her

get rid of Earl Shamus, the man that started all of her troubles body when he dies suddenly in the

heat of the moment which was arranged via blackmail. In the book we also see what becomes of

Lucas and a cast of other characters to keep the story moving.While I love Keith Lee Johnson LGL

series, this one was my least favorite. The book had a lot of factual information to feed the brain, but

to me the story was missing that special something that I have to come to love from this author. I

give this book a four because of the knowledge, message and the overall series that's full of black

history and intrigue.

The Return of Johnnie Wise was an excellent book! Johnnie creates drama wherever she goes

because of her irresistable good looks, every man drops to their knees. In this ongoing series

Johnnie is trying to create a new life but fate has her facing her mistakes from the past.I really

enjoyed how the author included GOD in the story line and how we blame him for our misfortunes.

This book is entertaining as well as informational on how we can tend to blame everything that

happens to us on God but never take a look back to see what we did to cause the problems.Lucas

(Johnnie ex) is also trying to recreate his life but of course there is that constant reminder of

Johnnie!If you have not read this series you should.I was so sick of reading the typical romance

novels.The series gives you romance, drama (believable), mystery, and suspence.I have just order

the next book in the series and can't wait to start reading! Keith Lee Johnson keep them coming!!!!!!

Great job . Never a dull moment with Johnnie Wise. The story continues to dig into the reasons for

the characters actions. I like how it takes us back to a time of racism but shows how no matter the

race we all go though drama and have family drama and secrets. Ms. Wise should be exhausted I

am just imagining her journey . She stands strong and does not give up. Well written . The series is

movie material (hint , hint)

i love this whole series im glqd to see johnne coming into her own. she still has alot to learn about



people and that money isnt everything. everytime she try to make the quick buck se gets into more

trouble now she has to go no the run and marry a man she just met.cant wait to start part 7 hope it

ends good for her.

Keith Lee Johnson - Little Girl Lost is a wonderful series which makes it hard to put the book

down.Little Girl Lost: The Return of Johnnie Wise - I loved this book so much that I read it in two

days.Then I purchased and read the next book in the series called "Little Girl Lost: Jonnie Wise in

the Line of Fire, and read it in a couple of days too. I can wait until the next book comes out.

Hopefully it will be soon, until then I am going to read his new book Flesh, and then Fate's

Redemption. I wish they were all available on kindle.Little Girl Lost: The Return of Johnnie

WiseLittle Girl Lost: Johnnie Wise In The Line Of Fire

I loved it, I even purchased the hard copies as well. Johnnie is a very strong young woman who had

to endure a lot of sorrow and pain. Shows how one night can causes your entire world to be turned

around by one unfortunate incident. This is a book I recommend all women to read because it will

captivate your attention you will not want to put it down.

THIS WAS A GOOD BOOK, I WOUNDER IF JOHNNIE WILL EVER FIND OUT THAT LUCAS SET

HER HOME ON FIRE IN NEW ORLEANS,I SEE EACH OF THEM ARE GOING THEIR OWN

WAY.WE SEE THAT EARL SHAMUS HAS NOT GOTTEN ENOUGH OF JOHNNIE,HE KNOWS

SHE LOVES MONEY AND HE HAS ENOUGH OF IT TO GIVE HER, AT THE DROP OF THE HAT,

IT WAS A SHAME HE DIED THE WAY HE DID, BUT HE WAS HAPPY, HE GOT WHAT HE

ALWAYS WANTED,HE WENT WITH A SMILE ON HIS FACE.LUCAS MADE A GOOD EFFORT

TO TRY AND CATCH THE TRAIN, BEFORE JOHNNIE START ON HER NEW LIFE, WITH THE

ROUGHNECK EVANGELISTIC PREACHER. I AM LOOKING FORWARD TO READ THE NEXT

BOOK, IN THE LINE OF FIRE, THIS FALL.
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